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About This Game

Experience the Mountain

SNOW is the only free-to-play, open world, winter sports game. Explore a massive mountain on snowboard, skis and
snowmobile, customize your character with clothing and equipment and compete in competitive events. Or head online and

explore the mountain together with other players!

For more information and updates, visit the SNOW Blog or chat with the Developers on Discord.

Key Features

//Open-World
Explore Sialia, a massive alpine mountain handcrafted for the game. Descend Sialia’s four faces and discover hidden valleys,

mountain towns, old ruins and much more.

//Authentic
Feel the snow beneath you as your ride down the mountain on skis or snowboard. SNOW has been built as a completely physics

driven game to give you the most realistic skiing experience ever.

//Customization
Customize your look from head to toe from a catalogue of over 300 items.
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//Multiplayer
Ride with your friends in Free Roam Multiplayer and experience the mountain together.

//Create
Customize your mountain by placing props and other features anywhere you like. Use jumps to access new areas or place other

props to approach an area in a new way.

//Compete
Prove your skill by competing in real events from around the world, like X Games Aspen, Suzuki’s Nine Knights, and Jon

Olsson’s Invitational. Go for the Gold Medal to unlock exclusive event items and rewards.

SNOW free-to-play offers 36 events, 13 challenges, 39 collectables, 19 sightseeing locations, and 39 rewards
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Title: SNOW
Genre: Free to Play, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Poppermost Productions, WastedStudios
Publisher:
Crytek
Release Date: 14 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 3 GHz or AMD Phenom II X2 3 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 1GB GDDR5 VRAM or AMD HD 6850 1GB GDDR5 VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space

Additional Notes: Integrated graphics cards might work but are not supported.
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Backed the game back in 2014, now I only have access to the free version and I have to pay again for full game. No reply from
customer services.. Ever get the feeling you've been cheated? \ud83d\ude10. I bought this game to support it early on. Now its
free and they didn't provide the paid version to backers.. This piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665came out like
3-4 years ago maybe and there is still next to no content and now I see that they charge you for mountains??? PIECE
OF\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665DON'T BUY. If you wanna play a ski\/snowboard game, Go play shaun white on
xbox 360 and it's gonna be 3000x better than this crap.. I paid for this back in the day and now it's free to play and still a pile of
poo.
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